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ABSTRACT: This paper deals with fully grouted rockbolts, both for mining and civil engineering applications. Their mechanical behavior under tensile loads is reviewed theoretically and experimentally. As for the theoretical part, a new solution able to predict the full range behavior of a grouted bolt subjected to a pull-out test is explained. The originality of the new approach lies in the fact that the boundary conditions only concern the free end of the bolt. The experimental part consists of a wide pull-out test campaign performed in laboratory on deformed steel bars and on FRP rockbolts. These tests have been carried out using a new experimental bench, whose main assets will be described. The influence of several parameters such as the confining pressure, the bolt profile and the quality of the grouting material has been considered. The results of these tests will help in the derivation of a constitutive law for the rockbolt-grout interface. In situ pull-out tests conducted in ANDRA’s URL in North-Eastern France to examine the performance of different bars have also been analyzed and compared to the laboratory-scale results.
The work currently undertaken by the authors tries to improve the knowledge acquired through these past works. The bond-slip model and the basis of the new analytical solution are presented first. The new experimental bench designed to test fully grouted rockbolts and cable bolts is described later, and the results obtained on steel deformed bars and Fibre Reinforced Polymer (FRP) rockbolts are discussed. So far, the influence on the anchoring capacity of the confining pressure, the embedment length, the type and profile of the bolt and the quality of the grouting material has been investigated. From these results, a constitutive law for the failure interface is being constructed. At the same time, in situ pull-out tests [23] performed in ANDRA’s (Agence Nationale pour la gestion des Déchets Radioactifs [French Public Agency in Charge of the Management of Radioactive Waste]) Underground Research Laboratory are presented and the results are compared to those obtained in laboratory scale in equivalent circumstances (same rockbolt, same grouting material).

2. THE BOND-SLIP MODEL

The bond-slip model is the constitutive law of the interface between the rockbolt and the grouting material (or between the grouting material and the rock mass). It represents the local shear stress – shear slip relationship, \( \tau(W) \), of the failure interface; thus it takes into account the debonding mechanism that occurs as the shear slip increases. A bond-slip model often consists of three parts: elasticity (i.e., the interface is totally coupled), plasticity (a decoupling front starts to propagate from the point where the load is applied to the free end of the bolt) and a residual phase, that remains due to friction.

Such a constitutive law can be derived from pull-out test results, provided the tests are conducted under accurate conditions. At laboratory scale, this means that the embedment length should be short enough to ensure a uniform distribution of the shear stress along the anchored length (i.e., the shear slip is the same at every point of the rockbolt). Since a rheological law is not dependent upon the length, it can be validated by conducting two pull-out tests under identical conditions but using two different embedment lengths. This fact has been taken into account in the experimental study presented in section 4.

The rheological characterisation of the joint interface proves to be interesting in the design of rockbolt reinforcement patterns (bolt dimensions and spacing, maximum and residual strengths and associated slips). The stress distribution in an elementary bolt length \( dz \) is shown in figure 1.

![Fig. 1. Stress distribution in an elementary length \( dz \).](image)

As it can be inferred from the diagram, knowledge of the interface constitutive law allows predicting the load on the rockbolt according to Eq. (1):

\[
dF = 2\pi R \tau(W) dZ \tag{1}
\]

Regarding numerical modelling, such law permits a discretized approach, in contrast to classic homogenisation and reinforced-properties (namely, cohesion and friction angle of the rock mass) approaches.

3. ANALYTICAL APPROACH

A mathematical model able to predict the full-range behavior of a fully grouted rockbolt (in terms of axial force and axial displacement) subjected to a tensile load has been recently developed. It is limited to monotonic loading, which means that the axial displacement of every point of the bar must be an increasing function of time. The data needed for its application are: bolt radius \( R_b \) and length \( L \), bolt’s Young modulus \( E_b \) and the constitutive law of the rockbolt-grout (or rock-grout) joint interface, \( \tau(W) \). The system equations and the resolution method are explained in detail in [24], where a complete development of the solution in the case of a tri-linear bond-slip model is also included. Therefore, only the most important features are mentioned here.

Let \( W(Z,T) \) be the axial displacement of the rockbolt that is in front of point \( Z \) of the joint interface. The axial deformation of the rockbolt is \( W = \frac{\partial W}{\partial Z} \). The reference axis \( Z \) is fixed on the borehole wall, so that \( Z = 0 \) corresponds to the far end of such joint and \( Z = L \) corresponds to the point where the load is applied. The position \( Z = kT \) (where \( k = 0 \) if the bolt length is supposed infinite and \( k = 1 \) otherwise) corresponds to the free end of the bolt throughout the pull-out process. At this point, the displacement is \( T \).

Two hypotheses have been considered in the model:

- The bolt remains in the elastic range during the whole loading process;
- The relative displacement (shear slip) between the rockbolt and the grouting material equals the axial displacement of the rockbolt (i.e., the axial deformation of the bolt is negligible).
Then, the constitutive equations of the rockbolt and the interface joint are respectively:

\[ F = \pi R_b^2 \sigma_b = \pi R_b^2 E_b W' \]  
\[ \tau = S(W) \]

Combining the equilibrium Eq. (1) with Eqs. (2) and (3) the governing equation of the problem is:

\[ W'' = \frac{2}{E_b R_b} S(W) \]

The problem consists therefore of finding the axial displacement \( W \) (as a function of \( Z \)) that solves Eq. (4). Boundary conditions are:

\[ W(kT, T) = T \]
\[ W'(kT, T) = 0 \]

According to Eq. (2), \( F \) is calculated from \( W' \); thus the axial response of the rockbolt during a pull-out test is completely characterised by \( W'(L, T) \) and \( W(L, T) \).

Compared to previous solutions [16, 18, 19] the innovation of the current approach consists in using boundary conditions that only concern the free end of the bolt (in the previous cases, one boundary condition concerned the point where the load is applied). The control parameter of the new model is the displacement \( T \) of this end.

The validation of this new approach has been carried out by comparing experimental results issued from both field and laboratory pull-out tests with the force-displacement relationship predicted by the new model. The results are in good agreement, as shown in figures 2a and 2b. The in situ test was performed on a 15.26 mm diameter threaded steel rockbolt grouted using epoxy resin. The embedment length was 5 m. A tri-linear bond-slip model was assumed for the bolt-grout interface. Regarding the laboratory situation, a 20 mm diameter deformed steel rockbolt was anchored over 100 mm using Lokset resin grout. The confining pressure was 5 MPa. In this case, a nonlinear function \( \tau(W) \) including an exponential decay proved to give better results than a classic tri-linear function. Further comparisons will be provided in the next section.

4. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

In order to clarify the mechanism of load transfer between the ground and the rockbolt, pull-out tests have been carried out within the context of this research program. They have been conducted both in the laboratory and in situ, and an attempt to relate the results (in terms of peak and residual shear strengths and slips) has been made.

---

Fig. 2a. New analytical solution: comparison between a field pull-out test result and the theoretical prediction.

Fig. 2b. New analytical solution: comparison between a laboratory pull-out test result and the theoretical prediction.

4.1. Laboratory investigation: equipment and procedure

A new experimental bench has been designed and recently put into operation. Previous works [8-11, 25] have been considered during the design stage, so that improvements could be introduced in order to overcome some of the limitations encountered in the past. The main features of this new bench are described below.

The bench allows studying not only fully grouted rockbolts but also grouted cable bolts. Different grouting materials (resin, cementitious grouts) can be studied. The influence of the following parameters may be investigated: the confining pressure, the embedment length, the quality of the grout, the nature (type, profile) of the bolt, the roughness of the borehole surface, the influence of the thickness of the grout annulus and the rock sample tested.

Figure 3 shows a cutaway section of the current bench. The confining pressure may be maintained constant or
varied throughout the pull-out test; as a matter of fact, if the volume of confining oil is kept unchanged during the axial slip of the rockbolt, the effect of radial dilation can be studied. The axial force is applied via a 950 kN capacity & 70 mm stroke hollow ram jack and the axial displacement is measured using three LVDT sensors (the mean value is withheld). The force is measured using a 350 kN customized load cell. The tests are carried out under displacement control, using a constant displacement rate of 0.02 mm/s.

In the current research program, sandstone has been selected to be used as rock sample because of its good mechanical properties (see table 1), its homogeneity and also because it is a rock often present in coal mining environments (rockbolts and cable bolts are common support elements in gateroads for longwall mining).

One of the principal innovations of this bench consists in avoiding the well-known rotation phenomenon, especially in the case of cable bolts. Because of their low torsional rigidity due to their design (6 or more wires wound around a central kingwire), cables are likely to rotate under tensile loads. In fact, as the cable is progressively pulled out, it tends to "unscrew" from the grout imprints, which could cause the rock sample to rotate as well. To solve this matter, two actions have been undertaken: to prevent relative rotation between the rock sample and the jack, three dowel pins are inserted in three boreholes 10 mm long drilled in the rock sample, the end plate and the upper piston. At the same time, two dowels are inserted between the piston of the jack and the threaded plate, so that any possible relative displacement between the metallic tube and the hollow ram jack is blocked.

Table 1. Mechanical characteristics of the rock sample used

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Young’s modulus, $E$</td>
<td>25,600 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio, $\nu$</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density, $\rho$</td>
<td>2140 kg/m$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniaxial Compressive Strength, UCS</td>
<td>60 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile strength, $R_t$</td>
<td>3.1 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohesion, $C$</td>
<td>12.4 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction angle, $\varphi$</td>
<td>46°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Laboratory investigation: results

So far, 29 pull-out tests have been performed. Two types of rockbolts have been studied: steel HA25 deformed bars and FRP rockbolts. The nominal diameter of both rods is $d_b=25$ mm and their Young’s moduli are 160,000 and 40,000 MPa respectively. The lateral surface of both bolts is ribbed: FRP rockbolts present a continuous standard thread (pitch length, $l=10$ mm; height of the asperities, $h=1.5$ mm), whereas HA25 bars are provided with a series of non-continuous annular ribs. The lateral surface of this bar is divided in two parts, so that one half presents parallel indentations and in the other half the ridges are laid following two different inclinations.
On average, $l=16$ mm and $h=1.7$ mm. Figure 4 shows both bars.

Six different confining pressures have been tested in order to take account of stress variation in field situations. Three anchoring lengths have been used: 90, 130 and 150 mm, which correspond to $3.6d_b$, $5.2d_b$ and $6.0d_b$ respectively. This choice has been recommended by other authors [8-11] to study the debonding process at the failure interface. Nonetheless, as announced in [12, 17], scatter of results is not negligible because of the short embedment lengths considered. Thus, tests should be carried out two or three times in identical conditions in order to confirm the results. With respect to the grouting material, Lokset SF resin and cementitious grouts (water:cement ratios, $w:c=0.35$ and $w:c=0.40$) have been tested. Table 2 compiles the characteristics of all the tests conducted.

After each pull-out test, the samples were cut and the interior was observed. In most cases, bond failure took place at the bolt-grout interface, see photographs 5a and 5b. Debonding at the rock-grout interface was also observed in some cases, especially when the borehole wall was not properly rifled, see figure 5c. Besides, the inspection of the samples has proved that the crater depression that is likely to appear around the mouth hole disrupts the debonding process along the embedment length, particularly when such length is short: as shown in photograph 5d, the failure planes in the grout are parallel to the failure plane in the rock sample.

The analysis of the pull-out tests conducted during the tuning phase of the experimental bench that took place at the beginning of this experimental research has indicated two interesting points: concerning the pull rate (at the beginning, some pull-out tests were performed at a rate of $0.8$ mm/s), it has been observed that higher displacement rates privilege shearing off the grouting material between the indentations, especially when the bolt profile is rougher (HA25 rockbolts). The formation of gouge material confirms the considerable degradation at the bolt-grout interface. On the contrary, low pull rates favor a progressive damage of the joint interface. The second point has to do with the crater depression: when this end effect propagates along the embedment length, the test results show important differences with respect to the tests where the embedded length is not disturbed. Figure 6 shows a comparison between two similar tests, except for the breakage of the grout during the pull-out process. As explained before, the altered tests will not be taken into consideration to derive a bond-slip model.

From the laboratory results, it has been concluded that the most influential parameter is undoubtedly the confining pressure: the peak load increases remarkably when the lateral pressure applied increases. The residual phase is also highly dependent on the confinement: when

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rockbolt</th>
<th>Confining pressure (MPa)</th>
<th>L(mm)</th>
<th>Grouting material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HA25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>Resin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>Resin, $w:c=0.35$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>Resin, $w:c=0.40$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>Resin, $w:c=0.35$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>Resin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>Resin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRP</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>Resin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>Resin, $w:c=0.35$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>Resin, $w:c=0.35$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>Resin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Profile of the rockbolts under study.

Fig. 5. Open view of some samples after the pull-out tests.

Table 2. Laboratory pull-out test campaign

Table 2. Laboratory pull-out test campaign

second point has to do with the crater depression: when this end effect propagates along the embedment length, the test results show important differences with respect to the tests where the embedded length is not disturbed. Figure 6 shows a comparison between two similar tests, except for the breakage of the grout during the pull-out process. As explained before, the altered tests will not be taken into consideration to derive a bond-slip model.

From the laboratory results, it has been concluded that the most influential parameter is undoubtedly the confining pressure: the peak load increases remarkably when the lateral pressure applied increases. The residual phase is also highly dependent on the confinement: when
the confining pressure is low, the profile of the bolt is likely to be well reproduced, so that the spacing between the peaks in the residual phase matches the distance between the bolt asperities. For higher confinements, the residual load switches towards a flat decrease. At the same time, as a result of the radial dilation developed (which decreases with lateral pressure), radial tensile cracks appear not only in the grout but also in the rock sample. As expected, the extension of these fractures is more important for lower confinements. Figure 7 accounts for the influence of the confining pressure on the axial response. The graphs show two tests conducted at confining pressures of 1.2 and 4.6 MPa respectively (the confinement is the only parameter that changes between the two tests). The bolt profile is almost absent when $P=4.6$ MPa. The figures below show the aspect of the grout and the rock sample after both tests; as it can be seen, radial fracturing is much more significant when $P=1.2$ MPa.

Moreover, if the volume of confining oil is maintained constant throughout the test, the increase in pressure can help in the calculation of the sample’s dilation. For instance, in the case of FRP rockbolts, the confining pressure increased 1.5 MPa at the peak force when the initial confining pressure was 2 MPa, 0.5 MPa when the initial confining pressure was 5 MPa and only 0.3 MPa when the initial confinement was 10 MPa. As for HA25 rockbolts, the increase in the lateral pressure was less significant: less than 0.5 MPa for an initial confinement of 2 MPa. To further quantify the dilatant effect, pull-out tests have been planned on smooth steel bars.

As a final point, the comparison of two pull-out tests carried out under identical conditions but using two different embedment lengths is shown in figure 8. Several loading-unloading cycles have been executed. The initial slope is approximately 110 kN/mm in both cases and that of the cycles is 150 kN/mm. Even if these results suggest a proportional increase of the peak axial load with the embedment length, further tests are required before any conclusion is made.

4.3. In situ pull-out test campaign

Laboratory results should, as far as possible, be compared to real case situations where comparable conditions are met.

Within the framework of the ongoing excavation phase at ANDRA’s Underground Research Laboratory (URL) located in Bure, 66 pull-out tests were performed in autumn 2009. They were carried out in two technical drifts, GT8 and GAT, oriented in the direction of the
maximum horizontal principal stress. Four types of rockbolts were tested: Swellex, CT-Bolts, HA25 and Dywidag 26WR. They were installed in the cross-sections between steel arches, with a radial layout. Since HA25 rockbolts have also been tested at laboratory scale, the comparison between laboratory and field results is limited to this type of bar. In the future, Dywidag 26WR continuous thread bars will also be tested in the laboratory and the results will be compared to those obtained in situ.

With regard to the operational conditions, the load was applied using a hollow ram jack and the displacement was measured using a potentiometer. It was decided that the tests would be carried out until either the axial load reached 90% of the yield strength of the bar, \( T_e \), or the axial displacement reached 30mm.

Two types of tests were conducted according to the French Standards NF P 94-242-1 and NF P 94-153:
- Constant rate pull-out tests: the pull rate was comprised between 1 and 1.5 mm/min (0.02 mm/s on average);
- Creep tests: ten constant load levels (\( \Delta F = 10\% T_e \)) were applied. The duration of each level increased with the applied load. The former levels lasted 15 minutes and the latter up to 1 hour.

Two grouting materials were used for HA25 rockbolts: Minova Lokset SF resin and a cementitious grout (w:c=0.5). The yield strength of these bars is 245 kN and that of the threaded part is 192 kN; therefore, the applied loads were in general lower than 173 kN. The anchored lengths tested were 2.4 and 3.0 m. Figure 9 shows typical constant rate pull-out tests results. The grouting material and the embedment length are indicated in each case. Four out of the five rockbolts were installed at the bottom of the sidewall; only the resin grouted rockbolt in the drift GT8 was located in the upper sidewall.

As a result of the long embedment lengths used, the tests were stopped at very low axial displacements, before any significant shear slip occurred. In some of them, the unload phase was also monitored, but there were no loading-unloading cycles. Besides, it can be inferred from the figure that the resin grouted rockbolts are more rigid than the cement grouted ones. The position of the bolt does not seem to have a major impact on the results. In terms of shear behavior, which was calculated according to [24] (since the lengths tested are quite important, it can not be assumed that the shear strength is uniformly distributed), the results for the same pull-out tests and their associated uncertainty are shown in figure 10. The solid lines account for the bond-slip models that best reproduce the experimental data and the error bars represent the possible models within an accuracy of \( \pm 5\% \) on the same data.

![Fig. 10. Shear stress (and associated uncertainty) as derived from field pull-out tests.](image)

The elastic stiffness of the \( \tau(W) \) relationship is on average \( k_e = 0.60 \) MPa/mm for the resin grouted bars and \( k_e = 0.40 \) MPa/mm for the cement grouted bars. These values are consistent with previous field tests results [14], while a much larger stiffness (about 42.6 MPa/mm) was found in [15]. Moreover, it seems that the shear strength tends to a perfect plastic behavior characterized by a residual strength of about 1 MPa; nevertheless, in order to derive design information and to fully describe a bond-slip model as explained in [24], the axial slips should have been more important so that the debonding front would have been able to propagate all along the interface until the free end of the rockbolt. Anyway, the shear strength of a 0.5 w:c ratio grout can be calculated as stated in [26] using Eq. (6):

\[
\tau_{peak} = 0.65 + 4.33 \sqrt{\sigma_n} \tag{6}
\]

For the Lokset SF resin, the shear strength is around 25 MPa as reported in [27] (laboratory punched shear strength). These values are clearly higher than the maximum stresses reached during the pull-out tests,
which means that failure will possibly take place at the interface and not in the materials themselves.

Figure 11 compares the experimental data in figure 9 with the predicted axial load–axial displacement behavior obtained using the new analytical approach and the above bond-slip relationships. As it can be seen, the agreement is quite satisfactory.

Fig. 11. New analytical solution: comparison between field experimental data and predicted results.

5. TOWARDS A CONSTITUTIVE LAW

From the laboratory results presented in section 4.2, a \( \tau(W) \) relationship has been derived in each case. Taking into account the short embedment lengths tested, the shear stress has been derived according to Eq. (7):

\[
\tau(W) = \frac{F(W)}{2\pi R(L - W)} \quad (7)
\]

Even if the scatter in the results cannot be neglected and some tests are less accurate than others, the general trend suggests a bond-slip model composed of an ascending branch followed by an exponential post-peak decay tending to a residual value. The use of two different embedment lengths for a same set of parameters permits to validate the shear strength–shear slip relationship, as it can be seen in figures 12 (FRP rockbolts) and 13 (HA25 rockbolts). Note that, in the blue curve in figure 12, the sudden drops in the shear stress that happen without a major change in the displacement are due to a substantial breakage of the grout during the pull-out test.

The values obtained are the same order of magnitude than those in [9]. The analysis of all tests discloses a rise of the shear stress up to a peak value for a small axial displacement (<6 mm), followed by a steep decay. The higher the confining pressure, the higher the peak strength, but the relationship is not linear. The displacement at which the peak takes place also increases with the confining pressure. It has been observed that the peak shear stress flattens at higher confinements, which is probably due to the decrease of dilation when the interface is sheared off. Concerning the initial linear stiffness, it has been found that it doesn’t vary significantly for each type of rockbolt. It is about 14.5 MPa/mm for HA25 bars and 8.8 MPa/mm for FRP rods. The residual shear strength appears for a wide range of axial slips and is largely influenced by the evolution of the test (namely, breakage of the grout or the rock); in fact, the great scatter in the results can be explained by the variability that affects the parameters influencing the bond mechanism. As for the oscillations, their amplitude tends to decrease with the confining pressure. As expected, the wavelength is 16 mm for the steel rockbolts and 10 mm for the FRP bars.

With the intention of introducing the effect of the pressure in the constitutive law, the confinement has been varied during some tests while the axial displacement has been kept constant (constant embedment length conditions). So far, the pressure has been changed in the residual phase, i.e. for axial displacements beyond 50 mm. Figure 14 shows the dependence of the residual shear stress on the confining pressure.
Fig. 14. Effect of the variation of the confining pressure on the shear stress. Residual phase, HA25 rockbolts.

Finally, as one could remark, the comparison between laboratory-derived and field-derived $\tau(W)$ relationships shows important differences; nevertheless, it is important to note that field and laboratory conditions may differ considerably: the rock sample properties and its degree of damage; the installation of the rockbolt (in situ), the plastic cartridges remain in the borehole, air bubbles are likely to form, etc., whereas in the laboratory the rockbolt is well centered in the borehole, the grouts are carefully prepared before being poured into the holes, …); the confining pressures applied in the laboratory, which may be rather higher than those in field (actually in situ stresses may vary considerably and this is difficult to reproduce at laboratory scale); the pull rate, and the scatter of the results also found in [14,15], among others.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

The failure mechanism by debonding of fully grouted rockbolts is reviewed theoretically and experimentally. Concerning the theoretical study, a new analytical solution that predicts the axial load – axial displacement response of a grouted bar is proposed. With reference to the experimental part, a laboratory scale pull-out test campaign is being carried out using a new experimental bench and the results are being analyzed. This campaign aims at the determination of a constitutive law for the rockbolt-grout or rock-grout failure joint interface. For this purpose, the influence of several parameters such as the confining pressure and the profile of the bolt is under study. Special attention is being paid to radial dilation, which develops as a result of the interface geometry and depends heavily on the confining pressure and on the strength of the grout and the rock. Laboratory and field pull-out tests results have been compared and an attempt to explain the differences encountered has been made.

The bond-slip model will be completed by the introduction of dilation and normal pressure and it will be implemented in a FEM code. Furthermore, a similar study will be carried out on classic seven strands and on modified geometry Mini-Cage cable bolts.
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